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Abstract: We show how to use the Grassmann-Cayley algebra to model systems of one,
two and three cameras. We start with a brief introduction of the Grassmann-Cayley or
double algebra and proceed to demonstrate its use for modeling systems of cameras. In the
case of three cameras, we give a new interpretation of the trifocal tensors and study in detail
some of the constraints that they satisfy. In particular we prove that simple subsets of those
constraints characterize the trifocal tensors, in other words, we give the algebraic equations
of the manifold of trifocal tensors.
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Utilisation de l’algèbre de Grassmann-Cayley pour modéliser
des systèmes de caméras et équations algébriques de la variété
des tenseurs trifocaux
Résumé : Après une brève introduction de l’algèbre de Grassmann-Cayley (ou algèbre
double), ce rapport montre comment celle-ci peut être utilisée pour modéliser des systèmes
d’une, deux ou trois caméras. Dans le cas de trois caméras, nous donnons une nouvelle in-
terprétation des tenseurs trifocaux et étudions en détail certaines des contraintes que ces ten-
seurs doivent satisfaire. En particulier, nous montrons que certains sous-ensembles simples
de ces contraintes caractérisent complètement les tenseurs trifocaux. En d’autres termes,
nous décrivons les équations algébriques définissant la variété des tenseurs trifocaux.
Mots-clé : Géométrie multi-vues, Tenseur trifocal, Matrice fondamentale, Algèbre de
Grassmann-Cayley, Variétés algèbriques, Calibration
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1 Introduction
This article deals with the problem of representing the geometry of several (up to three)
pinhole cameras. The idea that we put forward is that this can be done elegantly and conve-
niently using the formalism of the Grassmann-Cayley algebra. This formalism has already
been presented to the Computer Vision community in a number of publications such as, for
example, [Car94, FM95a] but no effort has yet been made to systematically explore its use
for representing the geometry of systems of cameras.
The thread that is followed here is to study the relations between the 3D world and
its images obtained from one, two or three cameras as well as, when possible, the rela-
tions between those images with the idea of having an algebraic formalism that allows us
to compute and estimate things while keeping the geometric intuition which, we think, is
important. The Grassmann-Cayley or double algebra with its two operators join and meet
that correspond to the geometric operations of summing and intersecting vector spaces or
projective spaces was precisely invented to fill this need.
After a very brief introduction to the double algebra (more detailed contemporary dis-
cussions can be found for example in [DRS74] and [BBR85]), we apply the algebraic-
geometric tools to the description of one pinhole camera in order to introduce such no-
tions as the optical center, the projection planes and the projection rays which appear later.
This introduction is particularly dense and only meant to make the paper more or less self-
contained.
We then move on to the case of two cameras and give a simple account of the funda-
mental matrix [LH81, Fau92, Car94, LF95] which sheds some new light on its structure.
The next case we study is the case of three cameras. We present a new way of deri-
ving the trifocal tensors which appear in several places in the literature. It has been shown
originally by Shashua [Sha94] that the coordinates of three corresponding points in three
views satisfy a set of algebraic relations of degree 3 called the trilinear relations. It was
later on pointed out by Hartley [Har94] that those trilinear relations were in fact arising
from a tensor that governed the correspondences of lines between three views and which he
called the trifocal tensor. Hartley also correctly pointed out that this tensor had been used,
if not formally identified as such, by researchers working on the problem of the estimation
of motion and structure from line correspondences [SA90b]. Given three views, there exist
three such tensors and we introduce them through the double algebra.
Each tensor seems to depend upon 26 parameters (27 up to scale), these 26 parameters
are not independent since the number of degrees of freedom of three views has been shown
to be equal to 18 in the projective framework (33 parameters for the 3 perspective projection
matrices minus 15 for an unknown projective transformation) [LV94]. Therefore the trifocal
tensor can depend upon at most 18 independent parameters and its 27 components must sa-
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tisfy a number of algebraic constraints, some of them have been elucidated [SW95, AS96].
We have given a slightly more complete account of those constrains in [FP98], used them
to parameterize the tensors minimally (i.e. with 18 parameters) and to design an algorithm
for their estimation given line correspondences. In this paper we explore those constraints
in great detail and prove that two particular simple subsets are sufficient for a tensor to arise
from three camera (theorems 4 and 5).
We denote vectors and matrices with bold letters, e.g.   and  . The determinant
of a square matrix  is noted det  . When the matrix is defined by a set of vectors, e.g.

	  we use  . The canonical basis of   is noted  "!$#%!'& . When
dealing with projective spaces, such as (  and (  , we occasionally make the distinction
between a projective point, e.g. ) and one of its coordinate vectors,   . The dual of (+* , the
set of projective points is the set of projective lines ( ,-.# ) or the set of projective planes
( , & ), it is denoted by (/ * . Let 0!213!4!5 be four vectors of   . We will use in section
5.5 Cramer’s relation (see [FM95b]):
164357809:;4<5=1?>
?@1A57B49C?D1A4EB5EF
2 Grassman-Cayley algebra
Let G be a vector space of dimension 4 on the field  . The corresponding three-dimensional
projective space is noted (  . We consider ordered sets of H2!HEIKJ vectors of G . Such
ordered sets are called H -sequences. We first define an equivalence relation over the set of
H -sequences as follows. Given two H -sequences ?L!LMLMLMN!OP and 13Q!LMLMLMN!'1?P , we say that
they are equivalent when, for every choice of vectors   PSR  !LMLMLMN!   * we have:
TMLMLMP   PSR  MLMLM  U VW13XMLMLM1?P   PSR  MLMLM  U  (1)
That this defines an equivalence relation is immediate. An equivalence class under this
relation is called an extensor of step H and is written as
LY<BYZMLMLM[Y3P (2)
The product operator Y is called the join for reasons related to its geometric interpretation.
Let us denote by \AP]^G_O!`6IaHZIbJ the vector set generated by all extensors of step H , i.e.
by all linear combinations of terms like (2). It is clear from the definition that \ZQ^G_cG .
To be complete one defines \6d8^G_ to be equal to the field  . The dimension of \eP=^GW
is f U P$g . The join operator corresponds to the union of projective subspaces of hi^G_ . The
exterior algebra is the direct sum of the vector spaces \_P=!Hjlk!LmLmLmN!OJ with the join
INRIA
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operator. For example, a point of (  is represented by a vector of G , its coordinate vector,
or equivalently by a point of \WQ^G_ . The join   [Y C of two distinct points   and   is
the line   Q!-[ . Similarly, the join  .[Y CBY   of three distinct points bS!-B!-
is the plane   Q! [!   . It is an extensor of step 3. The set of extensors of step 3
represents the sets of planes of (  .
Let us study in more detail the case of the lines of (  . Lines are extensors of step 2 and
are represented by six-dimensional vectors of \eB^GW with coordinates +
	8!0AI  I J
which satisfy the well-known the Plücker relation:
; < U 9    U >  U   DEk (3)
This equation allows us to define an inner product between two elements  and  of
\AB  U  :
	    2;    U >    + U 9     U 9      U >  U     >   U +  (4)
We will use this inner product when we describe the imaging of 3D lines by a camera in
section 4. Not all elements of \  ^GW are extensors of step 2 and it is known that:
Proposition 1 An element  of \  ^GW represents a line if and only if 	  < is equal to 0.
To continue our program to define algebraic operations which can be interpreted as geo-
metric operations on the projective subspaces of hW^G_ we define a second operator, called
the meet, and noted  , on the exterior algebra \W^G_ . This operator corresponds to the
geometric operation of intersection of projective subspaces. If  is an extensor of step H
and  is an extensor of step  , H_> J , the meet  of  and  is an extensor
of step H_> 9 J . For example, if   and   are non proportional extensors of step 3,
i.e. representing two plane, their meet  -!  is an extensor of step 2, representing the
line of intersection of the two planes. Similarly, if  is an extensor of step 3 representing
a plane and  an extensor of step 2 representing a line, the meet  " is either 0 if  is
contained in  or an extensor of step 1 representing the point of intersection of  and # .
Finally, if  is an extensor of step 3, a plane, and   an extensor of step 1, a point, the meet
 $%  is an extensor of step 0, a real number, which turns out to be equal to  &'  , the
scalar product of the usual vector representation of the plane # with a coordinate vector of
the point  which we note ( !) +* . The connection between a plane as a vector in \_8^GW
and the usual vector representation  is through the Hodge operator and can be found for
example in [BBR85].
We also define a special element of \ U ^G_ , called the integral. Let ,Q  !0MLMLMN! U.- be
a basis of G such that A0TMLMLM U V  (the J0/ J determinant), a unimodal basis. The
extensor 1  QYZMLMLM[Y3 U is called the integral. In section 4 we will need the following
property of the integral:
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Proposition 2 Let   and  be two extensors such that `	 X>
Ni? J . Then
 YjC  W'Y1DW .1
The inner product (4) has an interesting interpretation in terms of the join @Y  , an
extensor of step 4:
Proposition 3 We have the following relation:
@Y      QY3 BY3%8Y3 U (5)
where Q!LmLmLm0!O U is the canonical basis of  U . In section 3, we will use the following results
on lines:
Proposition 4 Let  and   be two lines. If the two lines are represented as the joins of two
points   and  and    and   , respectively, then:
	  .  2W     
If the two lines are represented as the meets of two planes h and  and h  and   , then:
	 E.  W     (6)
If one line is represented as the meet of two planes h and  and the other as the join of two
points   and   , then:
	  .  2+(	i   *(    *?9%(    *(	i   * (7)
We will also use in section 4 the following result:
Proposition 5 Let  and   be two lines. The inner product 	      is equal to 0 if and
only if the two lines are coplanar.
3 Geometry of one view
We consider that a camera can be modeled accurately as a pinhole and performs a perspec-
tive projection. If we consider two arbitrary systems of projective coordinates, for the image
and the object space, the relationship between 2-D pixels and 3-D points can be represented
INRIA
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as a linear projective operation which maps points of (  to points of (  . This operation can
be described by a & / J matrix  , called the perspective projection matrix of the camera:
    )  	 


 

     (8)
This matrix is of rank 3. Its nullspace is therefore of dimension 1, corresponding to a
unique point of (  , the optical center  of the camera.
We give a geometric interpretation of the rows of the projection matrix. We use the
notation:
 &   & & &  (9)
where  ,  , and  are the row vectors of  . Each of these vectors represent a plane
in 3D. These three planes are called the projection planes of the camera. The projection
equation (8) can be rewritten as:
)  

+(  !)  *(  !) +*(  !) +*
where, for example, (  !) +* is the dot product of the plane represented by  with the point
represented by   . This relation is equivalent to the three scalar equations, of which two
are independent:
) (  !) +*9  (  !) +*3Ek  (  !)  *9

(  !) +*3Ek

(  !)  *39 ) (  !)  *<Ek (10)
The planes of equation (  !) +*@
k , (  !) +*@
k and (  !)  *@
k are mapped to the
image lines of equations ) ck ,

Ek , and

Ek , respectively. We have the proposition:
Proposition 6 The three projection planes of a perspective camera intersect the retinal
plane along the three lines going through the first three points of the standard projective
basis.
The optical center is the unique point  which satisfies  CF . Therefore this point
is the intersection of the three planes represented by  ,  ,  . In the Grassmann-Cayley
formalism, it is represented by the meet of those three planes      . This is illustrated
in Fig. 1. Because of the definition of the meet operator, the projective coordinates of  are
the four & /& minors of matrix  :
Proposition 7 The optical center  of the camera is the meet      of the three
projection planes.
RR n˚3225
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Figure 1: Geometrical interpretation of the three rows of the projection matrix as planes.
The three projection planes  ,  and  are projected into the axes of the retinal coordinate
system. The three projection rays intersect the retinal plane at the first three points of the
retinal projective basis. The three projection planes meet at the optical center.
INRIA
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The three projection planes intersect along the three lines    ,    and   
called the projection rays. These three lines meet at the optical center  and intersect the
retinal plane at the first three points ] , Q and Q of the standard projective basis. Given a
pixel   , its optical ray   !   can be expressed very simply as a linear combination of the
three projection rays:
Proposition 8 The optical ray  of the pixel   of projective coordinates  )`!

!

 is given
by:
  a)    >     >

   (11)
Proof : Let consider the plane )  9   . This plane contains the optical center     
since both  and  do. Moreover, it also contains the point  . To see this, let us take the
dot product:
( )  9   !) +*3a) (  !) +*9  (  !)  *
but since )    (  !) +*(  !) +* , this expression is equal to 0. Therefore, the plane
)  9   contains the optical ray   !   . Similarly, the planes

 9 )  and   9


also contain the optical ray   !   , which can therefore be found as the intersection of any
of these two planes. Taking for instance the first two planes that we considered, we obtain:
 )  9    

 9 )   9;)` )    >     >

   
The scale factor ) is not significant, and if it is zero, another choice of two planes can be
made for the calculation. We conclude that the optical ray     !   is represented
by the line )    >     >

   (see proposition 11) for another interesting
interpretation of this formula).

We also have an interesting interpretation of matrix
 & which we give in the following
proposition:
Proposition 9 The transpose
 & of the perspective projection matrix defines a mapping
from the set of lines of the retinal plane to the set of planes going through the optical center.
This mapping associates to the line  represented by the vector e 	 )N!

!

 & the plane &  )  >   >

 .
Proof : The fact that
 & maps planar lines to planes is a consequence of duality. The
plane )  >   >

 contains the optical center since each projection plane contains it. 
Having discussed the imaging of points, let us tackle the imaging of lines which plays
a central role in subsequent parts of this paper. Given two 3-D points c and   , the line
RR n˚3225
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    [Y C is an element of \AB  U  represented by its Plücker coordinates. The image 
of that line through a camera defined by the perspective projection matrix

is represented
by the & /  vector:
     /   C;j	 (  !)   *(  !)   *9%(  !) C *(  !)   *$!
(  !) 
 *(  !) C *?9%(  !) C *(  !)   *$! (  !) 
*(  !) C *?9%(  !) C *(  !) 
 *  &
Equation (7) of proposition 4 allows us to recognize the inner products of the projection
rays of the camera with the line  :


	 	    .<"! 	    .<"! 	    .3  & (12)
We can rewrite this in matrix form:

  (13)
where

is the following & /  matrix:        

The matrix

plays for 3-D lines the same role that the matrix

plays for 3-D points.
Equation (13) is thus equivalent to
       ;
	    .< 	    .< 2	    <
We have the following proposition:
Proposition 10 The pinhole camera also defines a mapping from the set of lines of (  to the
set of lines of (  . This mapping is an application from the projective space hW \WB  U   (the
set of 3D lines) to the projective space hW \eB     (the set of 2D lines). It is represented
by a
 / J matrix, noted

whose row vectors are the Plücker coordinates of the projection
rays of the camera:
 
       

(14)
The image  of a 3D line  is given by:
        
	     < 	     3 2	     <
The nullspace of this mapping contains the set of lines going through the optical center of
the camera.
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Proof : We have already proved the first part. Regarding the nullspace, if  is a 3D line
such that
  CF , then  intersect all three projection rays of the camera and hence goes
through the optical center.

The dual interpretation is also of interest:
Proposition 11 The & /  matrix
 & represents a mapping from (  to the set of 3D lines,
subset of hW \6   U   , which associates to each pixel   its optical ray   .
Proof : Since

represents a linear mapping from \ B  U  to \A     ,
 & represents
a linear mapping from the dual \      / of \      which we can identify to \      ,
to the dual \AB  U  / which we can identify to \ B  U  (see for example [BBR85] for the
definition of the Hodge operator and duality). Hence it corresponds to a morphism from ( 
to hW \A   U   . If the pixel   has projective coordinates )`!

and

, we have:
 &    )    >     >

  
and we recognize the right hand side to be a representation of the optical ray   . 
3.1 Affine digression
In the affine framework we can give an interesting interpretation of the third projection
plane of the perspective projection matrix:
Proposition 12 The third projection plane  of the perspective projection matrix  is the
focal plane of the camera.
Proof : The points of the plane of equation (  !   *@ k are mapped to the points in the
retinal plane such that

:k . This is the equation of the line at infinity in the retinal plane.
The plane represented by  is therefore the set of points in 3D space which do not project
at finite distance in the retinal plane. These points form the focal plane, which is the plane
containing the optical center, and parallel to the retinal plane.

When the focal plane is the plane at infinity, i.e.    U , the camera is called an affine
camera and performs a parallel projection. Note that this class of cameras is important in
applications, including the orthographic, weak perspective, and scaled orthographic projec-
tions.
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4 Geometry of two views
In the case of two cameras, it is well-known that the geometry of correspondences between
the two views can be described compactly by the fundamental matrix, noted  e  which
associates to each pixel   of the first view its epipolar line noted    in the second image:
  

      
similarly   $   &   associates to a pixel    of the second view its epipolar line   in the
first one.
The matrix     (resp.   $ ) is of rank 2, the point in its null-space is the epipole   
(resp. the epipole  V ):
   S   ;$' V<cF
There is a very simple and natural way of deriving the fundamental matrix in the
Grassman-Cayley formalism. We use the simple idea that two pixels   and    are in
correspondence if and only if their optical rays   !   and    !    intersect. We then
write down this condition using propositions 5 and obtain the fundamental matrix using the
properties of the double algebra.
We will denote the rows of

by  ,  ,  , and the rows of   by   ,   ,   . We have
the following proposition:
Proposition 13 The expression of the fundamental matrix   as a function of the row vectors
of the matrices

and
  is:
  
                       
       l       l       
                       

(15)
Proof : Let   and    be two pixels. They are in correspondence if and only if their
optical rays   !  ;   and    !    + 
	 intersect. According to proposition 5, this
is equivalent to the fact that the inner product   e  	  of the two optical rays is equal to
0. Let us translate this algebraically. Let  )`!

!

 (resp.  )  !

 !

  ) be the coordinates of  
(resp.    ). Using proposition 11, we write:
 
  &   a)    >     >

  
and:
  	
  	 &    a)       >        >

     
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We now want to compute   e 
	  . In order to do this, we use proposition 3 and compute
 AY 
	 :
  Y 
	

 )    >     >

   'Y; )       >        >

      
Using the linearity of the join operator, we obtain an expression which is bilinear in the
coordinates of   and  0 and contains terms such as:
    'Y;      
Since    and      are extensors of step 2, we can apply proposition 2 and write:
    'YD      ?W       .1
where 1 is the integral defined in section 2. We have similar expressions for all terms in
 AY  	 . We thus obtain:
 6Y   	     	 &      1
where the & /Z& matrix   is defined by equation (15). Since  AY 	    j.  	  1 , the
conclusion follows.

Let us determine the epipoles in this formalism. We have the following simple proposition:
Proposition 14 The expression of the epipoles  and   as a function of the row vectors of
the matrices

and
  is:

          
        
        

 
        
      
      

Proof : We have seen previously that  (resp.   ) is the image of   (resp.  ) by the first
(resp. the second) camera. According to proposition 7, these optical centers are represented
by the vectors of \_Q  U       and         . Therefore we have, for example,
that the first coordinate of  is:
(  !         *
which is equal to             C9          . 
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4.1 Another affine digression
Let us now assume that the two cameras are affine camera, i.e.       U (in fact it is
sufficient that     ). Because of the standard properties of determinants, it is clear from
equation (15) that the fundamental matrix takes a special form:
Proposition 15 The fundamental matrix of two affine cameras has the form:
  
 k k       
k k        
                       

(16)
5 Geometry of three views
5.1 Trifocal geometry from binocular geometry
When we add one more view, the geometry becomes more intricate, see figure 2. Note that
we assume that the three optical centers TQ!  B!   are different, and call this condition
the general viewpoint assumption. When they are not aligned they define a plane, called
the trifocal plane, which intersects the three image planes along the trifocal lines 8L!   !  
which contain the epipoles    	 !    "!LmLmLmN!'&!  ."!LmLmLm?!'& . The three fundamental
matrices    B!  ;  and    are not independent since they must satisfy the three constraints:
 &       Da &  V  D  V   &     O%  ;Ek (17)
which arise naturally from the trifocal plane: for example, the epipolar line in view 2 of the
epipole 8  is represented by  T S  and is the image in view 2 of the optical ray   L! 8 8
which is identical to the line   L!  B . This image is the trifocal line $ which goes through
[  , see figure 2, hence the first equation in (17).
This has an important impact on the way we have to estimate the fundamental matrices
when three views are available: very efficient and robust algorithms are now available to
estimate the fundamental matrix between two views from point correspondences [ZDFL95,
TZ97, Har95]. The constraints (17) mean that these algorithms cannot be used blindly to
estimate the three fundamental matrices independently because the resulting matrices will
not satisfy the constraints causing errors in further processes such as prediction.
Indeed, one of the important uses of the fundamental matrices in trifocal geometry is the
fact that they in general allow to predict from two correspondences, say     !     where
the point    should be in the third image: it is simply at the intersection of the two epipolar
lines represented by  X     and  ;     , when this intersection is well-defined.
It is not well-defined in two cases:
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   
D
  
B 
 V
[ 
  V
   
'
   
Figure 2: The trifocal geometry.
1. In the general case where the three optical centers are not aligned, when the 3D points
lie in the trifocal plane (the plane defined by the three optical centers), the prediction
with the fundamental matrices fails because, in the previous example both epipolar
lines are equal to the trifocal line ' .
2. In the special case where the three optical centers are aligned, the prediction with
the fundamental matrices fails always since, for example,                , for all
corresponding pixels   and    in views 1 and 2, i.e. such that   &        +Ek .
For those two reasons, as well as for the estimation problem mentioned previously, it is
interesting to characterize the geometry of three views by another entity, the trifocal tensor.
The trifocal tensor is really meant at describing line correspondences and, as such, has
been well-known under disguise in the part of the computer vision community dealing with
the problem of structure from motion [SA90b, SA90a, WHA92] before it was formally
identified by Hartley and Shashua [Har94, Sha95].
5.2 The trifocal tensors
Let us consider three views, with projection matrices

* !O,  "!$#%!'& , a 3D line  with
images  * . Given two images  	 and  P of  ,  can be defined as the intersection (the meet)
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of the two planes
 &	  	 and  & P  P :

  &	  	   & P  P
The vector  is the  / vector of Plücker coordinates of the line  .
Let us write the right-hand side of this equation explicitly in terms of the row vectors of
the matrices
 	 and  P and the coordinates of  	 and ^P :


  	  	<>  	  	<>  	  	"   P  P >  P  P >  P  P8
By expanding the meet operator in the previous equation, it can be rewritten in the following
less compact form with the advantage of making the dependency on the projection planes
of the matrices
 	 and  P explicit:


 &	
  	   P  	   P  	   P 	   P  	!  P  	   P 	   P  	   P  	   P

 P (18)
This equation should be interpreted as giving the Plücker coordinates of  as a linear combi-
nation of the lines defined by the meets of the projection planes of the perspective matrices 	 and  P , the coefficients being the products of the projective coordinates of the lines  	
and  P .
The image   of  is therefore obtained by applying the matrix
  (defined in section 3)
to the Plücker coordinates of  , hence the equation:
 
    &	  	   & P  PB (19)
which is valid for   CH . Note that if we exchange view  and view H , we just change
the sign of   and therefore we do not change   . A geometric interpretation of this is shown
in figure 3. For convenience, we rewrite equation (19) in a more compact form:
 
 
   	8!  P" (20)
This expression can be also put in a slightly less compact form with the advantage of
making the dependency on the projection planes of the matrices

* !O,C"!$#%!'& explicit:
 

  &	   P  &	   P  &	   P  & (21)
This is, in the projective framework, the exact analog of the equation used in the work of
Spetsakis and Aloimonos [SA90b] to study the structure from motion problem from line
correspondences.
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 
 

 
Figure 3: The line   is the image by camera  of the 3D line  intersection of the planes
defined by the optical centers of the cameras  and H and the lines  	 and  P , respectively.
The three & /& matrices  * !O, "!$#%!'& are obtained from equations (18) and (19):
  
       	  P        	  P        	  P 
      	  P        	  P        	  P 
      	  P        	  P        	  P 

(22)
Note that equation (19) allows us to predict the coordinates of a line   in image  given
two images  	 and  P of an unknown 3D line in images  and H , except in two cases where 
   	8!  P8?EF :
1. When the two planes determined by  	 and  P are identical i.e. when  	 and  P are
corresponding epipolar lines between views  and H . This is equivalent to saying that
the 3D line  is in an epipolar plane of the camera pair  ]!$H . The meet that appears
in equation (19) is then 0 and the line   is undefined, see figure 4. If  is not in an
epipolar plane of the camera pair ^ ! then we can use the equation:
 P
  P]  &     &	  	8
to predict  P from the images   and  	 of  . If  is also in an epipolar plane of the
camera pair ^ ! it is in the trifocal plane of the three cameras and prediction is not
possible by any of the formulas such as (19).
2. When  	 and  P are epipolar lines between views  and  and  and H , respectively.
This is equivalent to saying that they are the images of the same optical ray in view 
and that   is reduced to a point (see figure 5).
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 
 P
 	
 	
 P
Figure 4: When  	 and  P are corresponding epipolar lines, the two planes  &	  	 and  & P  P
are identical and therefore
 
   	 !  P8EF .



	
Figure 5: When  	 and  P are epipolar lines with respect to view  , the line   is reduced to a
point, hence
 
   	8!  P" F .
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Except in those two cases, we have defined an application   from (`/  /i(`/  , the Cartesian
product of two duals of the projective plane, into ( /  . This application is represented by an
application
 
 from   /W  into   . This application is bilinear and antisymmetric and is
represented by the three matrices  * !O, C"!$#%!'& . It is called the trifocal tensor for view  .
The properties of this application can be summarized in the following theorem:
Theorem 1 The application   "( /  /W( /  9 ( /  is represented by the bilinear applica-
tion
 
 such that
 
   	8!  P8
     &	  	   & P  P8 .    has the following properties:
1. It is equal to F iff
(a)  	 and  P are epipolar lines with respect to the  th view, or
(b)  	 and  P are corresponding epipolar lines with respect to the pair  ]!$H of
cameras.
2. Let  P be an epipolar line with respect to view  and   the corresponding epipolar
line in view  , then for all lines  	 in view  which are not epipolar lines with respect
to view  :
 
   	8!  P"

  .
3. Similarly, let  	 be an epipolar line with respect to view  and   the corresponding
epipolar line in view  , then for all lines ^P in view H which are not epipolar lines with
respect to view  :
 
   	"!  P8

 
4. If  	 and  P are non corresponding epipolar lines with respect to the pair  =!$H of
views, then
 
  	8!  P8;[ , the trifocal line of the  th view, if the optical centers are
not aligned and F otherwise.
Proof : We have already proved point 1. In order to prove point 2, we notice that when  P
is an epipolar line with respect to view  , the line  is contained in an epipolar plane for the
pair ^ !H of cameras. Two cases can happen. If  goes through D , i.e. if  	 is an epipolar
line with respect to view  , then   is reduced to a point and this is point 1.a of the theorem.
If  does not go through   ,  	 is not an epipolar line with respect to view  and the image
of  in view  is independent of its position in the epipolar plane for the pair ^ !H , it is the
epipolar line   corresponding to  P . The proof of point 3 is identical after exchanging the
roles of cameras H and  .
If  	 and  P are non corresponding epipolar lines for the pair  =!$H of views, the two
planes   	=!  	8 and   P=!  P= intersect along the line   	8!  P= . Thus, if   is not on that line,
its image   in view  is indeed the trifocal line O , see figure 2. 
A more pictorial view is shown in figure 6: the tensor is represented as a & / & cube, the
three horizontal planes representing the matrices  * !O,  "!$#%!'& . It can be thought of as a
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Figure 6: A three-dimensional representation of the trifocal tensor.
black box which takes as its input two lines,  	 and  P and outputs a third one,   . Hartley
has shown [Har94, Har97] that the trifocal tensors can be very simply parameterized by
the perspective projection matrices

* !,C "!$#%!'& of the three cameras. This result is
summarized in the following proposition:
Proposition 16 (Hartley) Let

* !, "!$#%!'& be the three perspective projection matrices
of three cameras in general viewing position. After a change of coordinates, those matrices
can be written,
   	 1L0F  ,  6 	   VO and  6 	  % V  and the matrices  *  can
be expressed as:
 *    & V   * 9  *  &  V ,C"!$#%!'& (23)
where the vectors 
 * and   * are the column vectors of the matrices  and  , respec-
tively.
We use this proposition as a definition:
Definition 1 Any tensor of the form (23) is a trifocal tensor.
5.3 A third affine digression
If the three cameras are affine, i.e. if     	   P   U , then we can read off equation
(22) the form of the matrices  * !O, C"!$#%!'& .
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Proposition 17 For affine cameras, the trifocal tensor takes the simple form:
  
       	  P l      	  P  k
      	  P        	  P  k
k k k

  
       	  P l      	  P  k
      	  P        	  P  k
k k k

  
       	  P        	  P        	  P 
      	  P        	  P        	  P 
      	  P        	  P  k

5.4 Algebraic and geometric properties of the trifocal tensors
The matrices  * !O,c "!$#%!'& have interesting properties which are closely related to the
epipolar geometry of the views  and H . We start with the following proposition, which was
proved for example in [Har97]. The proof hopefully gives some more geometric insight of
what is going on:
Proposition 18 (Hartley) The matrices  * are of rank 2 and their nullspaces are the three
epipolar lines, noted  *P in view H of the three projection rays of camera  . These three lines
intersect at the epipole  P   . The corresponding lines in view  are represented by  * /    P
and can be obtained as
 
   	B!  * P O!O,a "!$#%!'& for any  	 not equal to  *	 (see proposition
19).
Proof : The nullspace of  * is the set of lines  *P such that
 
   	8!  * P  has a zero in the, -th coordinate for all lines  	 . The corresponding lines   such that  3
 
   	8!  * P  all go
through the point represented by  * !O,
"!$#%!'& in the  -th retinal plane. This is true if and
only if  *P is the image in the H -th retinal plane of the projection ray      ^,  8 ,     ^, .#] and      ^, .&% :  *P is an epipolar line with respect to view  and
theorem 1, point 2, shows that for each , the corresponding line in view  is independent of
 	 . Moreover, it is represented by  * /    P . 
A similar reasoning applies to the matrices  * & :
Proposition 19 (Hartley) The nullspaces of the matrices  * & are the three epipolar lines,
noted  *	 !O, "!$#%!'& , in the  -th retinal plane of the three projection rays of camera  . These
three lines intersect at the epipole 	   , see figure 7. The corresponding lines in view  are
represented by  * / %  	 and can be obtained as
 
   *	 !  P"O!O,  "!$#%!'& for any  P not equal
to  *P .
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Figure 7: The lines  *	 (resp.  *P ), , 7"!$#%!'& in the nullspaces of the matrices  * & (resp.
 * ) are the images of the three projection rays of camera  . Hence, they intersect at the epi-
pole  	   (resp. [P   ). The corresponding epipolar lines in camera  are obtained as     *	 !  P]
(resp.     	"!  *P  ) for  P   *P (resp.  	   *	 ).
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This provides a geometric interpretation of the matrices  * : they represent mappings from
the set of lines in view H to the set of points in view  located on the epipolar line  *	 defined
in proposition 19. This mapping is geometrically defined by taking the intersection of the
plane defined by the optical center of the H th camera and any line of its retinal plane with the
, th projection ray of the  th camera and forming the image of this point in the  th camera.
This point does not exist when the plane contains the projection ray. The corresponding line
in the H th retinal plane is the epipolar line *P defined in proposition 18. Moreover, the three
columns of  * represent three points which all belong to the epipolar line  *	 .
Similarly, the matrices  * & represent mappings from the set of lines in view  to the
set of points in view H located on the epipolar line *P .
Remark 1 It is important to note that the rank of the matrices  * cannot be less than 2.
Consider for example the case ,   . We have seen in proposition 18 that the nullspace
of   is the image of the projection ray      in view H . Under our general viewpoint
assumption, this projection ray and the optical center  P define a unique plane unless it
goes through ;P , a situation that can be avoided by a change of coordinates in the retinal
plane of the  th camera. Therefore there is a unique line in the right nullspace of   and
its rank is equal to 2. Similar reasonings apply to   and   .
A question that will turn out to be important later is that of knowing how many distinct
lines  *P (resp.  *	 ) can there be. This is described in the following proposition:
Proposition 20 Under the general viewpoint assumption, the rank of the matrices   P  P   P 
and
 
 	  	  	 is 2.
Proof : We know from propositions 18 and 19 that the the ranks are less than or equal to
2 because each triplet of lines intersect at an epipole. In order for the ranks to be equal to
1, we would need to have only one line in either retinal plane. But this would mean that the
three planes defined by ;P (resp.  	 ) and the three projection rays of the  th camera are
identical which is impossible since     P (resp.  	   P ) and the three projection rays
of the  th camera are not coplanar. 
Algebraically, this implies that the three determinants    * O!, "!$#%!'& are equal to
0. Another constraint implied by proposition 20 is that the & /& determinants formed with
the three vectors in the nullspaces of the  * !O,C"!$#%!'& (resp. of the  * & !O,C"!$#%!'& ) are
equal to 0. It turns out that the applications
 
 !`C"!$#%!'& satisfy other algebraic constraints
which are also important in practice.
The question of characterizing exactly the constraints satisfied by the tensors is of great
practical importance for the problem of estimating the tensors from triplets of line corres-
pondences (see [FP98]). To be more specific, we know that the tensor is equivalent to the
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knowledge of the three perspective projection matrices and that they depend upon 18 pa-
rameters. On the other hand a trifocal tensor depends upon 27 parameters up to scale, i.e.
26 parameters. To be more precise, this means that the set of trifocal tensors is a mani-
fold of dimension 18 in the projective space of dimension 26. There must therefore exist
constraints between the coefficients that define the tensor. Our next task is to discover some
of those constraints and find subsets of them which characterize the trifocal tensors, i.e. that
guarantee that they have the form (23).
To simplify a bit the notations, we will assume in the sequel that D"! .#%!$H  &
and will ignore the  th index everywhere, e.g. denote
 
 by
 
.
We have already seen several such constraints when we studied the matrixes  * . Let
us summarize those constraints in the following proposition:
Proposition 21 Under the general viewpoint assumption, the trifocal tensor
 
satisfies the
three constraints, called the rank constraints:
rank   * c#T    S  * Ek , "!$#%!'&
The trifocal tensor
 
satisfies the two constraints, called the epipolar constraints:
rank            rank          ?c#A c        VW       VEk
Those five constraints which are clearly algebraically independent since the rank constraints
say nothing about the way the kernels are related constrain the form of the matrices  * .
We now show that the coefficients of
 
satisfy nine more algebraic constraints of degree
6 which are defined as follows. Let  * !O,-."!$#%!'& be the canonical basis of   and let us
consider the four lines
 
^P  !O P   ,
 
^  !O P   ,
 
^ P  !O   and
 
^  !O   where the
indexes H] and   (resp. H= and   ) are different. For example, if H iKH=   and   
 A
# , the four lines are the images in camera 1 of the four 3D lines      ,      ,     and      .
These four lines can be chosen in nine different ways satisfy an algebraic constraint
which is detailed in the following theorem which is proved in [FM95b].
Theorem 2 The trifocal tensor
 
satisfies the 9 algebraic constraints of degree 6, called
the vertical constraints:

 
^P  !O P  
 
^P  !O  
 
^  !O    
 
^ P  !OP  
 
^  !OP  
 
^  !O    9

 
^  !O P  
 
^P  !O  
 
^  !O    
 
^P  !OP  
 
^  !OP  
 
^ P  !O   VEk (24)
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The reader can convince himself that if he takes any general set of lines, then equation (24)
is in general not satisfied. For instance, let 3j% !O  "!$#%!'&!OJ . It is readily verified that
the left hand side of (24) is equal to -2.
Referring to figure 6, what theorem 2 says is that if we take four vertical columns of the
trifocal cube (shown as dashed lines in the figure) arranged in such a way that they form
a prism with a square basis, then the expression (24) is equal to 0. This is the reason why
we call these constraints the vertical constraints in the sequel. Representing each line as 
  P  P  , etc mLmLm , we rewrite equation (24) as:

 
 P  P 
 
 P   
 
      
 
 P  P 
 
   P 
 
      9 
 
   P 
 
 P   
 
      
 
 P  P 
 
   P 
 
 P    VEk
(25)
It turns out that the same kind of relations hold for the other two principal directions of the
cube (shown as solid lines of different widths in the same figure):
Theorem 3 The trifocal tensor
 
satisfies also the nine algebraic constraints, called the
row constraints:

 
P   P 
 
P    
 
      
 
P   P 
 
   P 
 
      9 
 
   P 
 
P    
 
      
 
P   P 
 
   P 
 
P     Vck!
(26)
and the nine algebraic constraints, called the column constraints:

 
P  P  
 
P    
 
      
 
P  P 
 
  P  
 
      9 
 
  P  
 
P    
 
      
 
P  P 
 
  P  
 
P     Vck
(27)
Proof : We do the proof for the first set of constraints which concern the columns of the
matrices  * . The proof is analogous for the other set concerning the rows.
The three columns of  * represent three points \X*P !$Hb "!$#%!'& of the epipolar line
 * (see the discussion after proposition 19). To be concrete, let us consider the first two
columns of   and   , the proof is similar for the other combinations.We consider the two
sets of points defined by     >     and      >     . These two sets are in projective
correspondence, the collineation being the identity. It is known that the line joining two
corresponding points envelops a conic. It is easily shown that the determinant of the matrix
defining this conic is equal to:

 
  
 
  
 
  X 
 
  
 
  
 
  T 9 
 
  
 
  
 
  T 
 
  
 
  
 
  X
In order to show that this expression is equal to 0, we show that the conic is degenerate,
containing two points. This result is readily obtained from a geometric interpretation of
what is going on.
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The point     >     is the image by   of the line  S<>    , i.e. the first set
of points is the image by   of the pencil of lines going through the point B . Using again
the geometric interpretation of   , we realize that those points are the images in the second
image of the points of intersection of the first projection ray      of the first camera
with the pencil of planes going through the third projection ray      of the third camera.
Similarly, the second set of points is the image of the points of intersection of the second
projection ray      of the first camera with the pencil of planes going through the third
projection ray      of the third camera.
The lines joining two corresponding points of those two sets are thus the images of the
lines joining the two points of intersection of a plane containing the third projection ray     of the third camera with the first and the second projection rays,      and     , of the first camera. This line lies in the third projection plane   of the first
camera and in the plane  of the pencil. Therefore it goes through the point of intersection
of the third projection plane   of the first camera and the third projection ray      of
the third camera, see figure 8. In image two, all the lines going through two corresponding
points go through the image of that point. A special case occurs when the plane  goes
 
 
 	

   

 
 
 

   


 
Figure 8: A plane of the pencil of axis      intersects the plane   along a line going
through the point         . The points N  B!    and 1+  B!    are the images by  
of     >     and      >     , respectively.
through the first optical center, the two points are identical to the epipole ]V and the line
joining them is not defined. Therefore the conic is reduced to the two points ]V and the
point of intersection of the two lines  \  !\    and  \  !2\   . This point is the image in the
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second camera of the point of intersection         of the first projection plane,   ,
of the first camera with the third projection ray,      , of the third camera. 
The theorem draws our attention to three sets of three points, i.e. three triangles, which have
some very interesting properties. The triangle that came up in the proof is the one whose
vertexes are the images of the points A         , i          and            . The other two triangles are those whose vertexes are the images of
the points            , e          ,             on one
hand, and            ,  e         ,   6         on the
other.
Note that the three sets of vertexes  eQ!    !  @ , AL!   !   and  L!WB!_ , are ali-
gned on the three projection rays of the third camera and therefore their images are also ali-
gned, the three lines  $    Q!  B!  B ,    
  Q!  B!  B and   T
  Q! ]B! =B converging
to the epipole    , see figure 9. The corresponding epipolar lines in image 3 are represented
by   <j   / ] !  "!$#%!'& , respectively. Note that all points   !   ! " ! "!$#%!'& can
be expressed as simple functions of the columns of the matrixes  * . For example:
+C   /     /    /   
The same is true of the constraints on the rows of the matrices  * . More specifically
the constraints (27) introduce nine other points   !W !)  O!2+ "!$#%!'& with ;        , 	Z         ,            ,           ,
	 T         ,  CT         , and X         , 	A        ,   X         . The three sets of points S!
i !W ,  L! B!  and
 L! B!  are aligned on the three projection rays of the second camera and therefore
their images are also aligned, the three lines       !   !    ,  O   H  !$H  !$H   and
       Q!   ! ZB converging to the epipole     . The corresponding epipolar lines,
   !2` "!$#%!'& in image 3 are represented by   / ] ! "!$#%!'& , respectively.
Note that this yields a way of recovering the fundamental matrix  X  since we obtain
the two epipoles    and Q   and three pairs of corresponding epipolar lines, in fact six
pairs. We will not address further here the problem of recovering the epipolar geometry
of the three views, let us simply mention the fact that the fundamental matrices which are
recovered from the trifocal tensor are compatible in the sense that they satisfy the constraints
(17).
There is a further set of constraints that are satisfied by any trifocal tensor and are also
of interest. They are described in the next proposition:
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 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
	 
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	 

 
	 
Figure 9: The three triangles have corresponding vertexes aligned on epipolar lines for the
pair  #%!'&% of images.
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Proposition 22 The trifocal tensor
 
satisfies the ten algebraic constraints, called the ex-
tended rank constraints:
rank 
 
*  *
 *  Ib#  * , "!$#%!'&
Proof : The proof can be done either algebraically or geometrically. The algebraic proof
simply uses the parameterization (23) and verifies that the constraints described in proposi-
tion 23 are satisfied. In the geometric proof one notices that for fixed values (not all zero)
of the  * ’s, and for a given line   in view 3, the point which is the image in view 2 of line  by  *   *  * is the image of the point defined by:
 
 &         S>    &         S>    &         S
This expression can be rewritten as: &           ?>       `>       L (28)
The line        >        >        is an optical ray of the first camera(proposition 8), and when  varies in view 3, the point defined by (28) is well defined except
when  is the image of that line in view 3. In that case the meet in (28) is zero and the image
of that line is in the nullspace of  *   *  * .

Note that the proposition 22 is equivalent to the vanishing of the 10 coefficients of the homo-
geneous polynomial of degree 3 in the three variables  * !O, "!$#%!'& equal to  

*   *  * .The coefficients of the terms 
* !,c "!$#%!'& are the determinants det   *O!2,: "!$#%!'& .
Therefore the extended rank constraints contain the rank constraints.
To be complete, we give the expressions of the seven extended rank constraints which
are different from the three rank constraints:
Proposition 23 The seven extended rank constraints are given by:

     
     ]>
       =>j        VEk (29)

     
     ]>
        =>j        VEk (30)

    
      ]>
        =>j       VEk (31)

    
      ]>
         =>j        VEk (32)

    
       ]>
        =>j        VEk (33)

    
       ]>
        =>j         VEk (34)
       
     ]>
        =>j        ">
         =>
        ">
        Vck (35)
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5.5 Constraints that characterize the tensor
We now show two results which are related to the question of finding subsets of constraints
which are sufficient to characterize the trifocal tensors. These subsets are the implicit equa-
tions of the manifold of the trifocal tensors. The first result is given in the following theorem:
Theorem 4 Let
 
be a bilinear mapping from (/  / (`/  to (`/  which satisfies the four-
teen rank, epipolar and vertical constraints. Then this mapping is a trifocal tensor, i.e. it
satisfies definition 1. Those fourteen algebraic equations are a set of implicit equations of
the manifold of trifocal tensors.
The second result is that the ten extended constraints and the epipolar constraints characte-
rize the trifocal tensors:
Theorem 5 Let
 
be a bilinear mapping from ( /  /Z( /  to ( /  which satisfies the twelve
extended rank and epipolar constraints. Then this mapping is a trifocal tensor, i.e. it satis-
fies definition 1. Those twelve algebraic equations are another set of implicit equations of
the manifold of trifocal tensors.
The proof of those theorems will take us some time. We start with a proposition we will
use to prove that the three rank constraints and the two epipolar constraints are not sufficient
to characterize the set of trifocal tensors:
Proposition 24 If a tensor
 
satisfies the three rank constraints and the two epipolar
constraints, then its matrices  *2!O, "!$#%!'& can be written:
 *   * 
 *   * & >   *  &  V >  V   * & ! (36)
where [V (resp. Q V ) is a fixed point of image 2 (resp. of image 3), the three vectors   *
represent three points of image 2, and the three vectors 
 * represent three points of image
3.
Proof : The rank constraints allow us to write:
 *  
 * 
 * & > 
 * 
 * & (37)
where the six vectors 
 * ! 
 * , "!$#%!'& represent six points of the second image and
the six vectors 
 * ! 
 * , "!$#%!'& represent six points of the third image.
The right nullspace of  * is simply the cross-product 
 * / 
 * , the left nullspace
being 
 * / 
 * . Those two sets of three nullspaces are of rank 2 (proposition 21). Let
us consider the first set. We can write the corresponding matrix as: 

   / 
   
   / 
   
   / 
       &  > < & 
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With obvious notations, we have in particular:

   / 
          >  $   
Let us now interpret this equation geometrically: the line represented by the vector 
   /

   , i.e. the line going through the points  
   and  
   belongs to the pencil of lines
defined by the two lines represented by the vectors    and  + . Therefore it goes through
their point of intersection represented by the cross-product    /    and we write     as a
linear combination of 
   and    /  < :

     
   >     /   
We write  V for    /  < and note that our reasoning is valid for    * and  
 * :

 *  * 
 * > * V ,  "!$#%!'&
The same exact reasoning can be applied to the pairs 
 * ! 
 * !,  "!$#%!'& yielding the
expression:

 *  * 
 * >	 *   V
We have exchanged the roles of 
 * and 
 * for reasons of symmetry in the final expres-
sion of  * . Replacing 
 * and 
 * by their values in the definition (37) of the matrix
 * , we obtain:
 *  
 * > *  
 * 
 * & >	 * 
 *  &  V > *  V 
 * &
We can absorb the coefficients 	 * in 
 * , the coefficients  * in 
 * and we obtain the
announced relation.

The next proposition is a proof of theorem 4 that the fourteen rank and epipolar constraints
characterize the set of trifocal tensors:
Proposition 25 Let
 
be a bilinear mapping from ( /  /-( /  to ( /  which satisfies the
fourteen rank, epipolar and vertical constraints. Then its matrices  * take the form:
 *   V   * & >   *  &  V (38)
Proof : In order to show this, we show that the nine vertical constraints imply that 
  $L!  SEF for all pair of epipolar lines   $Q!  L , i.e. for all pairs of lines such that ^$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contains the point  V and   contains the point [ V defined in (24). Indeed, this implies
that  *   & $ 
 * +M   * &  $W k for all pairs of epipolar lines   $Q!  L which implies
 * 
k unless either  
 * is identical to [V or   * is identical to Q V which contradicts
the hypothesis that the rank of  * is two.
In order to show this it is sufficient to show that each of the nine constraints implies
that
 
 ^$ !   	"D.F0! ! K"!$#%!'& where  $ (resp.   	 ) is an epipolar line for the pair
 "!$#] (resp. the pair  "!'&% ) of cameras, going the  th (resp. the  th) point of the canonical
basis. This is sufficient because we can assume that, for example, ]V does not belong to
the line represented by   . In that case, any epipolar line  $ can be represented as a linear
combination of  $  and  $  :
 $+`  $ `>  $ 
Similarly, any epipolar line   can be represented as a linear combination of    and    ,
given that [ V does not belong to the line represented by  :
 +N   `>   
The bilinearity of
 
allows us to conclude that
 
  $L!  EF .
To simplify the notations we define:
  +
 
^ P  !O P     ;
 
^  !OP  
  ;
 
^ P  !O     U 
 
^  !O  
To help the reader follow the proof, we encourage him to take the example H  7H   
and  D  @:# . If the tensor
 
were a trifocal tensor, the four lines  L!   !  B! 
U would
be the images of the 3D lines      !      !      !      , respectively.
We now consider the two lines  and % in image 1 which are defined as follows. 2
goes through the point of intersection of   and   (the image of the point         )and the point of intersection of the lines   and  U (the image of the point        ).In our example,  is the image of the projection ray      . % , on the other hand, goes
through the point of intersection of   and 
U (the image of the point         )
and the point of intersection of   and   (the image of the point         ). In ourexample, % is the image of the projection ray      . Using elementary geometry, it is
easy to find:
5< W         U    Q9          U    
5;W         U    L>
             U
According to the definition of the lines  L!  [!  B! 
U ,   is the image by   of the two
lines '         U 8 P  9          U B  !O P   and % the image by   of the two lines^  !          U BP  >           8   .
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We now proceed to show that
 
'         U 0P  9          U N  !          U 
 P  >          8  ?EF . Using the bilinearity of
 
, we have:
 
'         U B P  9          U 8  !          U 8 P  >
          B  
         U           U 
 
^P  !OP   >          U            
 
^ P  !O  `9
         U           U 
 
^  !O P  '9          U            
 
^  !O  
We now use the constraint (24):
         U           U 9          U           A !
to replace the coefficient of the second term by          U           U  . The coefficient
         U  is a factor and we have:
 
'         U B P  9          U 8  !          U 8 P  >
          B  
         U '         U    Q9          U    Q>
         U    89              U 
The second factor is seen to be equal to 0 because of Cramer’s relation.
We therefore have two sets of three lines, one in image 2 noted  $ !Oe "!$#%!'& , one
in image 3 noted   	"!  "!$#%!'& , corresponding to the choices of HB!  B!$H"8!   and such
that
 
  $ !   	 @ F! ! K"!$#%!'& . For example, one of the lines  $ is represented by
         U 8 P  9          U B  and one of the lines   	 is represented by          U 
 P  >
          B  .
Let us see what this means in terms of the linear applications defined by the matrices
 * . Consider the first line in image 3,    its image by  *!,  "!$#%!'& is a point on the
line  * !,: "!$#%!'& . According to what we have just proved, those three points are also
on the three lines  $ !;K"!$#%!'& , see figure 10. This is only possible if a) the three lines
 $ !e "!$#%!'& are identical, which they are not in general, or if b) the three points are
identical and the three lines go through that point. The second possibility is the correct one
and implies that a) the three points are identical with the point of intersection, %V , of the
three lines  * !,c "!$#%!'& and b) that the three lines  $ !6 "!$#%!'& go through [V . A
similar reasoning shows that the three lines ^ 	"!   "!$#%!'& go through the epipole [ V .
This completes the proof of the proposition and of theorem 4.

An intriguing question is whether there are other sets of constraints that imply this parame-
trization, or in other words does there exist simpler implicit parametrization of the manifold
of trifocal tensors? One answer is contained in theorem 5. Before we prove it we prove two
interesting results, the first one is unrelated, the second is:
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  
 
	 
  
	 
 	 	 
 	 
      	
Figure 10: The three lines  "! are identical, see the proof of proposition 25.
Proposition 26 Any bilinear mapping # which satisfies the 14 rank, epipolar and vertical
constraints also satisfies the 18 row and columns constraints.
Proof : The proof consists in noticing that if # satisfies the rank, epipolar and vertical
constraints, according to proposition 25, it satisfies definition 1 and therefore, according to
theorem1 3, it satisfies the row and column constraints. $
The reader may wonder about the ten extended rank constraints: Are they sufficient to
characterize the trilinear tensor? the following proposition answers this question negatively.
Proposition 27 The ten extended rank constraints do not imply the epipolar constraints.
Proof : The proof consists in exhibiting a counterexample. The reader can verify that the
tensor # defined by:
%  
&')( ( (
 *+ ( ( 
,- %  
&' *+ *+ (( ( ((  (
,- %/. 
&'  ( ( *+ (( ( (
,-
satisfies the ten extended rank constraints and that the corresponding three left nullspaces
are the canonic lines represented by 021345 "! which do not satisfy one of the epipolar
constraints. $
Before we prove theorem 5 we prove the following proposition:
Proposition 28 The three rank constraints and the two epipolar constraints do not charac-
terize the set of trifocal tensors.
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Proof : Indeed, proposition 24 gives us a parametrization of the matrices  * in that case.
It can be verified that for such a paramerization, the vertical constraints are not satisfied.
Assume now that the rank and epipolar constraints imply that the tensor is a trifocal tensor,
then, according to proposition 2, it satisfies the vertical constraints, a contradiction.

We are now ready to prove theorem 5:
Proof : The proof consists in showing that any bilinear application
 
that satisfies the
five rank and epipolar constraints, i.e. whose matrices  * can be written as in (36) and the
remaining seven extended rank constraints (29-35) can be written as in (38), i.e. is such that
 * ck!, "!$#%!'& .
If we use the parametrization (36) and evaluate the constraints (29-34), we find:
9  T V          ? V          (39)
9    V          ?  V          (40)
9    V          ?  V          (41)
9  X V          ? V          (42)
9  @ V          ? V          (43)
9  T V          ? V          (44)
In those formulas, our attention is drawn to determinants of the form iV       	  
!  (type 2) and   V       	  !   (type 3). The nullity of a determinant of the
first type implies that the epipole  V (resp.   V ) is on the line defined by the two points
 
   !    	  (resp.     !   	  ), if the corresponding points are distinct.
If all determinants are non zero, the constraints (39-44) imply that all  * ’s are zero.
Things are slightly more complicated if some of the determinants are equal to 0.
We prove that if the matrices  * are of rank 2, no more than one of the three determi-
nants of each of the two types can equal 0. We consider several cases.
The first case is when all points of one type are different. Suppose first that the three
points represented by the three vectors 
 * are not aligned. Then, having two of the
determinants of type 2 equal to 0 implies that the point "V is identical to one of the points
 
 * since it is at the intersection of two of the lines they define. But, according to equation
(36), this implies that the corresponding matrix  * is of rank 1, contradicting the hypothesis
that this rank is 2. Similarly, if the three points  
 * are aligned, if one determinant is equal
to 0, the epipole  V belongs to the line      O!     O!       which means that the three
epipolar lines   !   !   are identical contradicting the hypothesis that they form a matrix of
rank 2. Therefore, in this case, all three determinants are non null.
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The second case is when two of the points are equal, e.g. 
  


   . The third point
must then be different, otherwise we would only have one epipolar line contradicting the
rank 2 assumption on those epipolar lines, and, if it is different, the epipole ]V must not
be on the line defined by the two points for the same reason. Therefore in this case also at
most one of the determinants is equal to 0.
Having at most one determinant of type 2 and one of type 3 equal to 0 implies that at
least two of the  * are 0. This is seen by inspecting the constraints (39-44). If we now
express the seventh constraint:
     A                           
9 ' V           V         => ?% V          V            
> ' V           V         => ?% V          V            
9 'V          % V         ">
 V           V     !        
> ' V                       ">
  V                            
> '  V                       => ? V                            
9 ' V                       =>                V             B!
we find that it is equal to the third  * multiplied by two of the nonzero determinants, im-
plying that the third  * is null and completing the proof.
Let us give a few examples of the various cases. Let us assume first that ?V         V
@ V         V k . We find that the constraints (43), (44) and (42) imply  A  _
   k . The second situation occurs if we assume for example 2V         VW
 V        
V k . We find that the constraints (44) and (42) imply       k .
The constraint (35) takes then the form:
9  V           V           L!
and implies   Ek . 
Note that from a practical standpoint, theorem 5 provides a simple set of sufficient constraints
than theorem 4: The ten extended constraints are of degree 3 in the elements of
 
whereas
the nine vertical constraints are of degree 6 as are the two epipolar constraints.
This situation is more or less similar to the one with the G -matrix [LH81]. It has been
shown in several places, for example in [Fau93] proposition 7.2 and proposition 7.3, that
the set of real G -matrices is characterized either by the two equations:
det  AEk # Tr
    & `9 Tr     &   ck!
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or by the nine equations: 
# Tr    &    9    &  EEF
In a somewhat analogous way, the set of trifocal tensors is characterized either by the four-
teen, rank, epipolar and vertical constraints (theorem 4) or by the twelve extended rank and
epipolar constraints (theorem 5).
6 Conclusion
We have shown a variety of applications of the Grassmann-Cayley or double algebra to the
problem of modeling systems of up to three pinhole cameras. We have analyzed in detail
the algebraic constraints satisfied by the trilinear tensors which characterize the geometry
of three views. In particular, we have isolated two subsets of those constraints that are
sufficient to guarantee that a tensor that satisfies them arises from the geometry of three
cameras. Each of those subsets is a set of implicit equations for the manifold of trifocal ten-
sors. We have shown elsewhere [FP98] how to use some of those equations to parameterize
the tensors and estimate them from line correspondences in three views.
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